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The Power and the Glory is a series of 12 poems - with delightfully inspiring messages - accompanied by

a variety of musical backgrounds. 12 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, SPOKEN WORD:

Inspirational Show all album songs: The Power and the Glory Songs Details: Joyce G. Moore  finds

consolation in inspiring others to achieve their own maximum potential. Joyce Moore is an author, poet,

travel consultant, life coach, and facilitator of success and stress management. She enjoys spending time

with her family, reading, photography, attending concerts, designing greeting cards, and doing her own

Desk Top Publishing. Using a multitude of lifes many lessons and experiences  along with the many

lessons learned from numerous institutions of higher learning  Joyce Moore has developed a

practical-common-sense-approach to dealing with day-to-day living. She has utilized her education and

love for learning, teaching, and sharing  to teach in the areas of pre-school to adult education. In addition

to teaching  Joyce Moore has served as a social worker in the Head Start Program, conducted Parent

Education Seminars, developed and coordinated a Home Health Aide Program, served as a Real Estate

Agent, and later became a Real Estate Broker in her own Real Estate Office. Joyce also co-hosted a

26-week TV Program on cable TV, with her husband Billy. The show was called Make Your Day. The

adventure of producing, writing the scripts, doing set design, and securing guest for the shows, was a

most challenging and rewarding experience. Joyce experienced the joy of being blessed to use her home

health care giving skills and knowledge  to be a care giver for her mother. Joyce Moore is a true believer

in Science of the Mind. If the mind can conceive it  it can achieve it. She also believes that old saying, If

you give a man a fish, you feed him for a day, but if you teach him to fish, you feed him for a lifetime.

These concepts are evident in her publications  that are also available on CDs and digital distribution.

Those available for digital distribution include: Awaken The Strength, Joy and Peace Within (A
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compilation of Bible scriptures  other written works), I Found God (Poetry w/ musical backgrounds), The

Power and The Glory (Poetry w/ musical backgrounds), Going Places.Doing Things (Poetry w/ musical

backgrounds), Solving The Mystery of Success (Motivational 2 CD set), and Stress Management Digest

(Motivational 2 CD set). Mamma says, Life is. is a series of 320 thought provoking sayings that is only in

book form  available at lifeis.net
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